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Story 



FLYNN CITY SYNOPSIS 

In the heart of downtown Altonville, there is a hard working no-
nonsense police department that is known for their impeccable 
efforts in crime fighting and community policing. The only problem 
is …… it is all a lie. There is another reality. 

 The Department is run by brilliantly complex Captain John Flynn, 
there isn’t anything that isn’t under his control or knowledge. He is 
a reincarnation of the infamous FBI head, J. Edgar Hoover, 
without the fetishes, but with all the power and dirt on his 
enemies. 



From the Mayor, the City Council, Judges and his brother Edward 
Flynn the District Attorney, John has the city under his control. 
The Flynn’s run this town. Captain John Flynn is so powerful he 
can not be fired or replaced. 

 The combination of the DA and Judges in his pocket and an 
endless amount of low-level losers to take the fall for them makes 
them untouchable. This morally upside down dramatic procedural 
series puts an element of suspense in every scene of each 
episode. It’s as if the Soprano’s took over a police department.  



Characters 



CAPTAIN JOHN FLYNN  

Captain John Flynn is the mastermind and 
morally conflicted center of the series. He has 
a daughter, Jasmin,15 and a son James,10, 
from his ex-wife Patricia,44. He has a sexy 
Romanian fiancée, Teodora – “Teo”. His 
personal life leaves him with endless amounts 
of family grief and angst.  

John snapped as a junior officer when he was 
tortured and almost killed by a local mobster. 
He went on a murderous vengeance spree 
and wiped out the local mob. Cornered and 
blackmailed he started to fill the void. 

*** Disclaimer: Actors shown are NOT ATTACHED to this project in any way. 
These are “wish list/ look alike” not contractual and only illustrate “wardrobe, 
attitude and style” for the characters. 



Det. CHARLIE FLYNN  

Det. Charlie Flynn, is John Flynn younger 
brother and directly involved in all the 
“family” business. Charlie is John’s right 
hand man and fixer. Charlie is extremely 
loyal to the family business, there is no air 
between him and John. He is the hard 
nosed enforcer. He is bad ass and tough 
as nails. 

Actors shown are NOT ATTACHED to this project in any way. These are “wish 
list/ look alike” not contractual and only illustrate “wardrobe, attitude and 
style” for the characters. 



Edward Flynn , DA 

Edward Flynn, DA. 

Edward is reluctant to stay in the family 
business. He is tired of the pressure of 
living on the wrong side of legality. He 
wants to escape the whole situation by 
moving to South Carolina to work for his 
father-in-law’s law firm. He is keeping the 
FBI at bay by having an affair with the lead 
investigator Elaine Westley. 

Actors shown are NOT ATTACHED to this project in any way. These are “wish 
list/ look alike” not contractual and only illustrate “wardrobe, attitude and 
style” for the characters. 



Patricia Flynn, Ex-Wife 

Patricia Flynn, Ex-Wife 

Patricia is an alcoholic who still loves John. 
Her depression and addiction combined 
with John’s emotional issues and infidelity 
led to their split. The family still want her 
and John to get back together. Having her 
on the “outside” is potentially dangerous to 
the “family business”. 

Actors shown are NOT ATTACHED to this project in any way. These are “wish 
list/ look alike” not contractual and only illustrate “wardrobe, attitude and 
style” for the characters. 



Teodora, Teo 

Teordora “Teo” 
She is John’s “trophy” fiancée. She is 
clearly part of his living on the edge mid-
life crisis. She has dangerous baggage 
and serious entitlement issues. She was 
involved with prostitution and pornography 
in Rumania that she is trying to keep 
secret from John. On top of that her 
Rumanian “keepers” are trying to set her 
up to extort John.  

Actors shown are NOT ATTACHED to this project in any way. These are “wish 
list/ look alike” not contractual and only illustrate “wardrobe, attitude and 
style” for the characters. 



Elaine, FBI Agent 

Elaine, FBI Agent. 
Elaine has been compromised by Edward 
Flynn. Now she has fallen in love with him. 
She is part of the task force trying to bring 
down the Flynn family, but she has split 
motives. Edward is forced to continue the 
relationship with her even though he wants 
to end it and leave the “family business”. 

Actors shown are NOT ATTACHED to this project in any way. These are “wish 
list/ look alike” not contractual and only illustrate “wardrobe, attitude and 
style” for the characters. 



Season 1 



Season 1: 

There are internal and external forces 
building to a climax in this explosive 
series. The Flynn’s face outside threats 
from the FBI and nearby city Mob bosses. 
iInternally Teo and Patricia’s battles over 
John bring him to the breaking point.  

The cliff hanger at the end of Season 1, 
leaves John hospitalized and the entire 
Flynn family about to go down in flames.  


